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Sometimes you are getting together for a one-off session. There is no need to proliferate the number of 
small crews out there, merging and splitting like garage bands around a seedy nightclub. Instead, for 
these one-shots we assume that your rogues are all working for the Crows in various gangs, and that 
you’ve been collected and tapped to carry out some work for the boss. The characters that show up are 
the characters that get sent out to work. They have been assigned to work together, so figure out how. 
 
Step 1. Choose a Gang Style. 
 
Given the individuals who have showed up, and their tendencies, choose a style of operation that best 
suits how you want to approach your problems as a gang (at least this time out.) Every member of the 
gang gets the advantage of the style, and gains Reputation in its way. 
 
When a character gets 10 reputation, then that character has gotten the attention of the decision 
makers, and has the option to found a crew that splits off from the Crows! (Anyone can found a crew, 
but those with the reputation keep the Crows as allies and patrons.) This is more for fun than mechanics. 
 

 Adepts. You like to use scholarship, technology, or magic to get at your problems. Tools and charms. 
o Flashbacks involving gear or lore are -1 stress, getting objects is +1 Supply.  

 Gain reputation by using esoteric lore or gear to get around an obstacle. 
 

 Killers. People die. Problems evaporate. Blades and guns. 
o Once per heist, spend 1 stress to make risky or desperate lethal combat controlled for 1 roll. 

 Gain reputation by using lethal force to get around an obstacle. 
 

 Thugs. Brute force is very persuasive. Knives and cudgels. 
o Critical success on a brutal action reduces 1 stress for everyone involved in that action. 

 Gain reputation by using intimidation to get around an obstacle. 
 

 Rooks. It’s not that they don’t see you—it’s that they don’t see you coming. Misdirection and tricks. 
o Gain 1 armor for deception, avoiding the loss of confidence in a target. 

 Gain reputation by gaining access to something inaccessible through lying. 
 

 Shadows. Keep it quiet, no fuss no muss. Lockpicks and climbing gear. 
o Gain 1 armor for stealth, avoiding detection. 

 Gain reputation by removing a guarded object without being identified. 
 

 Rovers. Vehicles, signaling, chases, and back ways around things. Whips and lanterns. 
o Flashbacks involving vehicles or scouting routes are -1 stress, getting transport is +1 Supply. 

 Gain reputation by outmaneuvering a hostile force. 
 
Step 2: Choose Effects. 
 
When the rogues are assigned to work together, they get some choice in resources (at least for the time 
being.) They can draw on these resources as appropriate through the heists assigned to them. The gang 
gets 1 point, +1 point per 5 reputation among them. Maximum rating is 3. 



 

 Gangs. You get some backup. Choose a gang type and assign four names. (Maybe use the list of 
names on the character creation page.) 
 

 Lair. You are given a base of operations, one of many safehouses and offices in the quarter. It has 
two functions—a fall-back rendezvous point hideout, and one special advantage (choose one.) 

o Armory. Workshop. Stable. Boathouse. Library. Pawn Shop.  
 

 Resources. A successful effect roll for resources can grant +1 effect on rolls to acquire gear or cover 
expenses. 

 

 Transport. A successful effect roll for transport can grant +1 effect on rolls to acquire vehicles or -1 
stress to flash back to setting up getaway plans. 

 
Step Three. Choose a Boss. 
 
Several under-bosses work dispatch for the Crows, managing the flow of intelligence and assets. Names 
and personalities may change, of course. This is a way for the gang to indicate to the GM what sort of 
missions they want to run. Any gang can work with any underboss. 
 

 Stella, a madame. Intelligence and counter intelligence. Control who knows what, and how accurate 
that knowledge is. Basement of the Salacia Public House, a disguised brothel. 
 

 Utrecht, a blacksmith. Maintaining hold. Gaining more influence where possible, shoring up 
influence when people get to thinking independently or defiantly. Grungy back room of his shop, 
mostly sound-proofed, equipped with blacksmithing tools and a sturdy, sturdy chair. 

 

 Virgil, a gambler. Organizing crime. Choosing appropriate targets, suppressing independent 
operators. See to it the right people feel safe, and the right people get hit. Dank stands around the 
hagfish racing pool. 

 
Downtime. 

 
During downtime, characters recover from lasting effects, recover stress, and restore armor as normal. 
The only other available action is to acquire assets, and that’s only if the gang is going to play another 
heist in the same session. 
 
There is no development roll; the gang as a whole gets 1-3 coin, and they have to split it up. 
 
Generate heat as normal. If they generate more than 2, each additional point generated is +1 stress to 
every gang member; the Crows took the heat for them, but they get chewed out for it. 
 
Downtime does not cost the gang coin or hold. (If stress gets bad, they might want to take 2 
consecutively.) 


